In collaboration with CEBAF, Fermilab's Online Support Department and the CDF experiment have produced a new implementation of the IEEE FASTBUS Standard Routines for two embedded processor FASTBUS boards: the Fermilab Smart Crate Controller (FSCC) and the FASTBUS Readout Controller (FRC). Features of this implementation include: portability (to other embedded processor boards), remote source-level debugging, high speed, o p tional generation of very high-speed code for readout a p plications, and built-in Sun RPC support for execution of FASTBUS transactions and lists over the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
CDF, CEBAF and the Online Support DART project are developing new or upgraded data acquisition systems for experiments in the 1993/94 timeframe. All three projects use FASTBUS front end modules, which are read out by readout controllers incorporating embedded processors. The three projects have settled upon VxWorks [2] as the real-time operating system to be used throughout the daq systems. When it came time to implement software for the readout controllers, we agreed to a (distributed) collaborative project to design and code a new implementation of the IEEE FASTBUS Standard Routines [3] . It is envisioned that the readout controllers and associated software will be used in teststand, module and subsystem commissioning and full daq system applications.
The readout controllers used are the FASTBUS Smart Crate Controller, with an embedded MC68020 [4] , and the FASTBUS Readout Controller, with an embedded LR33000 [SI.
SCOPE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
A.
Language Support
The implementation supports C calling on the target controller board itself, and C and FORTRAN calling from and one immediately following it of type (int). The first argument shall give the address of a character array which is to receive the characters. The second shall be set to the size of the array available for writing the data. The routine will write a possibly truncated string whose size, including the terminator, is within this maximum length. An IN parameter of type FBatring shall be represented the same way, but the string shall be treated by the routine as read-only.
SOFTWARE STRUCTURE
To allow easier porting of this implementation to other target boards, the software follows the basic structure outlined below.
target-independent layer 7 target-dependent layer Thus, the target-independent upper layer needs no modification to support any number of target boards. Support for a particular target board is supplied via the targetdependent layer, which is implemented as a set of macros and error handling routines which perform all the actual "work" for FASTBUS transactions and error decoding. The upper layer invokes the lower layer transaction macros with a set of parameters which control their behavior. In order to reuse them in turbo mode, the lower level macros must contain no environment structure dependencies. Instead, they are passed everything they need as parameters.
IV. THE ENVIRONMENT
This implementation provides two environments which are implicitly created (created and/or initialised in FBOPEN):
FB-DEFA ULTEID. default environment as specified in the Standard. Both environments are immediate mode only. Turbo mode cannot by its nature support delayed execution mode, since it causes specific inline code to be created. Environments behave as specified in the Standard.
FB-TURBO-EID

V. ERROR HANDLING/REPORTING
A. Exception/Interrupt Handling
For both the FSCC and FRC, FASTBUS errors generate processor interrupts or exceptions. The target-dependent portion of the Routines includes handlers for the interrupts and exceptions generated by the boards. These routines must behave in the following manner:
The handler routine will post the error detected into a global location fb-errno which the action routine checks before proceeding to the next operation. The multi-user synchronization ensures that no context switch occurs during the action, so the task which caused the error will detect it. After posting the error information, the signal handler returns control to the routine. It is the responsibility of the higher level routines to demote the error as appropriate, to report the error, and to return the appropriate return code.
B. Automatic Error Reporting
This implementation supports Automatic Error Reporting. Automatic Error Reporting consists of a call to a user error handling routine, and conditional use of the standard reporting mechanism, via printf().
No status routine invokes the Automatic Error Reporter, nor do fbopen or fbclose. Therefore, a user application should always explicitly check the return code of these routines for success. Automatic Error Reporting makes use of the error handling parameters in the environment, and therefore must have an environment associated with it. When no environment is valid in the current context, error reporting is invoked using the default environment. Then, return codes from other routines need not be explicitly checked if one wishes to rely on automatic error reporting. See section 11.9 in the standard routine specification for a detailed description of Automatic Error Reporting.
C.
User Error Handler
This implementation provides a default user error handler that is automatically connected when an environment is created. There are two choices for this error handler: one does nothing, while the other uses a new Fermilab product called murmur [ll] . The product installer has the flexibility to include either one in the standard routine library at product installation time. When the handler which does nothing is installed, error messages will be produced via the default error reporting mechanism. Any other user error handler can be used, as outlined in the Standard, section 11.9.3.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION EXTENSIONS
This implementation's extensions beyond the IEEE standard include:
5.
6.
the parameter FB-PAR-PATH in the environment to store the current path.
The parameter FB-PAR-FAST-STATUS to provide faster routine execution by sacrificing ALL status information.
An implementation-provided error handling routine, fb-fsdeh-c. Remote 
FASTBUS Operation
In order to provide greater versatility for FASTBUS applications than the standalone environment of the VxWorks shell, this implementation supports remote FASTBUS o p eration via TCP/IP. This enables an application running on a host machine to use the FASTBUS port on the VxWorks board exactly as if the application were running on the board. All that is necessary to switch an application between RPC and resident mode is to relink it with an RPC or non-RPC library (since in the non-RPC library, fb-port-bind does nothing).
VII. RESTRICTIONS C.
Unsupported Operational Parameters
The following operational parameters are not supported: 
FB-PAR-EXCEPTION-THRESHOLD,
VIII. CONCLUSION
Although actual implementation of providing for easy changing between the readout and diagnostic modes of running was more complicated than imagined, this implementation has been a success. The software is now being tested at collaborating institutions in the U.S. and Japan, and is ready for experimenters with the very different requirements of Collider, Fixed Target HEP and Medium Energy physics to start writing diagnostic, monitoring and readout code for data taking within the next year.
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